
Sessa C47 

Absolute is staging the world premieres of the 48 Coupé and 60 
Fly at Cannes. The three-cabin 48 Coupé is the first in a new range 
focused on sporty, highly versatile designs, with special features 
including solar power, opening saloon windows, a clean ‘terrace’ 
cockpit and a master suite forward on the lower deck. 

The roof is covered in solar panels — including transparent central 
ones to let in natural light — that offer a clean source of additional 
energy, particularly useful at anchor. The wide cockpit allows modular 
furniture to be arranged as desired, while new glazed balustrades aft 
and opening side gunwales offer a direct view of the sea, even from the 
saloon and the helm station. 
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Absolute 48 Coupé 

Absolute’s 60 Fly also features a full-beam master suite forward 
on the lower deck and a clean aft-deck terrace with no fixed furniture. 
Furthermore, solar panels can also be integrated into the hardtop and 
feature on hull one. 

The flybridge has a similar clear area for furniture aft plus a wet bar 
and twin helm station to port, while starboard is a table and C-shaped sofa 
adjoining a forward sofa and large sunpad. The foredeck has a forward- 
facing sofa and a triple sunpad with adjustable backrests. 

The main-deck interior features an aft galley and dining table to 
starboard, while up a step is the saloon with a C-shaped sofa to port 
and a cabinet with TV to starboard. 
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